Do you drive trucks in Austria?
Then you are entitled to the collectively agreed minimum wage of at least € 9,42 gross per
hour!
It does not matter whether your employer is from Austria or Slovenia:
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The minimum wage also applies if a lower wage was agreed in your employment contract.
Slovenian employers often pay a salary just above the Slovenian minimum wage (around
5,49 € gross per hour). Many drivers receive large parts of their pay as expenses for
accommodation and other expenses they have during their work.
IMPORTANT: The minimum wage may NOT be paid in the form of expenses, lump sums for
overnight stays or similar. And also, expenses are not subject to social insurance
contributions and are not taken into account in the amount of your pension, sickness benefit
and unemployment benefit.
If you have an agreement with your employer on expenses or other flat-rate
reimbursements, the employer must pay you these amounts in addition to the gross wage of
€ 9,42.
Detailed information on your specific wage entitlements can be obtained from the trade
unions.
Document your daily work! And do not forget:
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To claim unpaid wages retroactively, you must be able to prove every hour you worked in
Austria. For lorry drivers: no problem! You record your working times with the tachograph.
1. Read out your driver card at least once, preferably twice a year, and store the data
digitally (in a workshop, at another haulage company or other way)
2. Always take notes if you cross the border (place, date and time).
For detailed information about your labour rights and entitlements as a driver, check the
following websites:
https://www.entsendeplattform.at/cms/Z04/Z04_35.0/domov
Union NSDS (Slovenia) – Contact Counselling Ofice
Tel.: +386 (0)5953850

E-Mail: info@nsds-sindikat.si

Web: www.nsds-sindikat.si

Union vida (Österreich) – Kontakt Section Road
Tel.: +43 1 53444 79 615

E-Mail: strasse@vida.at

Web: http://www.vida.at
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